
RESPONSIBILITY PLAN
STRATEGIC DIRECTION
A. ROEGE HOVE is a conceptual knitwear brand that insists on the relevance of

craftsmanship, and through a set of core design principles works strategically with

embedding sustainability into every part of the creation process, both in terms of design

and production.

The company has a general commitment to social and environmental responsibility.

From the use of materials to the ways each design is created to minimize waste, A.

ROEGE HOVE is highly focused on creating a sustainable fashion production.

Social and environmental standards on human rights, environment and climate as well

as the CPHFW minimum standards are discussed at management level and continuously

embedded into our business by the guidance of experts within the field including

advisors from DM&T and consultancy from In Futurum.

We work strategically with a set of goals and guidelines concerning production methods,

restricted substances, working conditions, social responsibility, diversity, environment

and design principles which will all be unfolded in this paper through the three main

themes: Design, Production and Social responsibility. As we aim to increase

transparency and knowledge sharing, our targets and goals are continuously updated,

revised yearly and can always be found in this paper through a link on our website

(www.aroegehove.dk).

http://www.aroegehove.dk


The following responsibility plan including targets is guided by the UN Sustainable

Development Goals (Especially 12.5 and 12.6 ) All employees at A ROEGE HOVE are well1

informed about this responsibility strategy as well as Internal customer service staff are

trained  to inform customers about initiatives, material choices, potential circular

practices etc. Sustainability information is part of the on-boarding process and to be

found in the staff handbook .  We want to constantly learn and improve ourselves with2

the field sustainability and our Code Of Conduct and responsibility plan is updated and

revised continuously by the company’s sustainability responsible: Sofie Pazdecki.

STRATEGIC TARGETS

- Set more science based target via https://sciencebasedtargets.org by 2024

- With company growth ensure that all production is still kept in Europe

- Become B-corp certified by 2025. We are already in process and have therefore

already set below targets based on the guidelines recommended by B-Corp:

- By 2024 having  formal donation commitment of 1% yearly to a given charity

selected by our employees

- Limiting corporate travel as much as possible

- By 2023 creating a strategy to consistently incorporate social and environmental

impact into decision-making.

1: DESIGN
VISION

Sustainability is an undeniable part of our present and future, and it is thought into each

part of our work process, from the making of the collections to the production and

sourcing of materials. We aim to optimize and refine our designs each season, to

increase their value and longevity. We want to continue insisting on craftsmanship and

never compromise the design and artistic value of the garments, which is what makes

them worth treasuring and keeping for many years. We want to keep designing clothes

for different body types making the products inclusive and relevant for a wider audience

MINIMIZING WASTE

All A. ROEGE HOVE products are designed to minimize waste, through their production

method of being knitted directly into shape, meaning there is no cut-and-sew, and

therefore very little waste  (more on this in the next chapter) . This is a key principle for

A. ROEGE HOVE that we do not compromise. If possible, pieces are also engineered to

2 Appx. 2: Sta  handbook
1 https://sdgs.un.org/goals

https://sciencebasedtargets.org


consist of mostly squared pattern pieces, and this principle is directly integrated in the

design process, as we have through feedback from the factories been made aware that

this way of producing the pieces creates less waste.

UPCYCLING AND RE-WORKING

We don’t destroy any unsold items or samples. Instead, we design re-work collections

through which leftover stock and old samples are re-made into new pieces. After each

season we might have a few leftover scraps that we are right now storing with the aim to

find a re-purpose for them as a future target.

VERSATILE DESIGN

Many A. ROEGE HOVE styles are designed for versatility. We encourage and inspire our

customers to wear their pieces in different ways, allowing the pieces to stay relevant in a

changing wardrobe

TARGETS

We aim to optimize and refine our designs each season, to increase their value and

longevity. We want to continue insisting on craftsmanship and never compromise the

design and artistic value of the garments, which is what makes them worth treasuring

and keeping for many years. We want to keep designing clothes for different body types

making the products inclusive and relevant for a wider audience.

- By 2023 we want to track waste from production, and based on this data create a

strategy to minimize waste further per season.

- Faulty production calculated waste and unforeseen waste - one related to design

and one related to machines

- We want to define what makes our design more accessible, inclusive, wearable,

making sure products are being used

- By 2023, develop a process on how we understand our products even better, and

hereby set targets on how to create longer lasting products.

- By 2024 incorporating this process.

- By 2024 develop a process for “Design for circularity”  and source an end station.

2: PRODUCTION
A ROEGE HOVE designs for longevity and aim to increase the quality  and value of our

products economically and materially so we will have less broken, unsold or leftover

styles with each season. Drawing on a rich culture of Danish design and craftsmanship,



each piece is developed in our studio in Copenhagen and carefully produced by our

cooperative knitwear factories located in Umbria, Italy and Kildare, Ireland, under fair

working conditions , to ensure the level of quality and sense of responsibility that is3

inevitable for the future of fashion. This allows each collection to maintain the level of

artistic quality and feel of craftsmanship as well as push what is possible for knitwear

production.

WASTE

We wish to take full advantage of the craft of knitting, and even through production,

where it can be difficult not to have any waste in terms of leftover yarn, each piece

produced in Italy (estimated 60-70% of all products) is created through a “no waste”

production model. This model offers production with material waste close to zero by

having a +/- 10% tolerance in terms of delivered quantities – a tolerance we are willing

to risk to ensure less production waste. However, we also want to track exactly what

“zero-waste” in terms of this model means. Through seasonal feedback and ongoing

dialogue with our factories we always try to optimize production plans, for example by

using leftover yarn for pre-production samples and creating first samples in-house to

skip a few steps in the sampling process and avoid as much transportation as possible.

Through factory feedback we also discovered that engineering garments into having only

squared pattern pieces helps minimizing waste. We therefore always try to design with

this principle in mind and our entire design ande production development process is

centered around minimizing waste.

MATERIALS (PREFERRED MATERIAL LIST)

A ROEGE HOVE only uses a limited amount of different materials and has a list of

restricted substances in place, following the requirements of the EU REACH Directive,

which all suppliers have signed off on through our Code of Conduct and  requested to

check on a regular basis to ensure compliance. A. ROEGE HOVE is committed to be fur-

and leather free, and with the use of any other animal fibers, committed to only using

ethically sourced fibers. We only use multi-certified organic cotton from Emilcotoni and

Iafil – certifications counting:  STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX, STeP by OEKO-TEX, GOTS,

OCS certified by ICEA, RWS certified by ICEA, ISO 14001 certificate. (Bci) oekotox er det

bedste.

Besides organic cotton our most used material at the moment is nylon. A material that

does not have a positive impact on the environment. This is something we want to be

transparent about, and we have for the past year intensively tried to source

re-generated alternatives but so far without success. We are right now in the process of

3 All factories have signed our Code of Conduct which is developed and based on
recommendations by DM&T and attached as appendix 1.



trying to develop our own alternative and this is one of our key targets. Working with a

limited amount of different materials is a strategic choice that ensures we reach higher

minimums on each material, lets our factories become experts on each yarn and

materials to decrease the breakage and thereby waste of each one of them,  and obtain

a clear and recognizable design DNA.

With this new collection we are introducing a new preferred material: wool, a natural,

renewable and biodegradable material. We will only use wool certified by the Woolmark

Company.

CODE OF CONDUCT

We are committed to running a responsible and sustainable business. Ensuring that our

products are produced under responsible conditions stands at the core of this

commitment, and in fulfillment of our ambition, we expect our factories to operate

responsibly and act with integrity, fairness and responsibility in all aspects of their

business.

All factories  are therefore committed to sign our Code of Conduct based on the general

guidelines developed by DM&T (Danish Fashion and Textile) and defined by

internationally agreed conventions, standards, and guidelines, including but not limited

to: the International Bill of Human Rights, the International Labour Organisation’s (ILO)

Declaration of the Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, the UN Guiding Principles

on Business and Human Rights, the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, the

OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Business Conduct, the UN Convention

Against Corruption, the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development; and the UN

Global Compact’s 10 Principles.

We recognise that establishing the required standards and processes outlined in this

Code of Conduct requires both time and resources. We focus on our suppliers’ ability

and willingness to demonstrate continuous improvements in meeting the requirements

of the Code, and in improving their systems to manage adverse impacts on human and

labor rights, the environment, including climate, anti-corruption, and animal welfare. We

feel confident that cooperation and transparent dialogue can result in a more

sustainable and efficient partnership from which both parties will benefit.

All suppliers are furthermore expected to comply with national legislation, regulations,

and applicable practices and industry standards as relevant to their business.

Our Code of Conduct can be found as appendix 1 at the end of this paper.

PRODUCTION MODELS

Our business and production model avoids end-of-season overstock. We only produce

what is ordered. This means we have very little overproduction and leftover stock at the



end of each season. We ensure that our leftover pieces (faulty items, samples, small

amounts of leftover stock) are being sold at two annual sample sales and nothing is

destroyed.

As described previously we work with several production models and initiatives in terms

of minimizing waste. We also ensure aach product is sampled and approved before

being put into production. This slows down the production time but ensures that we

have less faulty pieces produced. When we do receive faulty items from the factories -

we strive to take responsibility despite the fact that it is a costly affair for a small

business, something we are willing to do to ensure the products are not being dumped.

Faulty styles are then repaired in the studio or sold at sample sales.

Our previous description of material composition and use also makes it possible to

unravel and re-use our yarn - in theory. Right now it is however not possible since our

nylon will be damaged in this process. This is just another reason why we are currently

working hard on finding a more sustainable alternative for the nylon, so we in the future

will be able to unravel and re-use yarn. In the meantime we make sure to provide care

instructions tating that customers should wash products in laundry bags to avoid

contributing to microplastic pollution.

TARGETS

As previously stated our current key target is to source or develop a sustainable

alternative to Nylon. A material that has become an irreplaceable and undeniable part of

our expression and design DNA. Therefore, we have a responsibility to create a solution.

We want to strengthen and structure our feedback and dialogue with suppliers and

factories even further to constantly optimize where possible. We aim to get statistics for

each style produced to register the waste of the specific product, to be able to learn how

to reduce it further, either by re-thinking the design or the production way. Our next big

goal in terms of sustainability is to source an alternative for our nylon yarn. A material

that has become an irreplaceable and undeniable part of our expression and design

DNA. Therefore, we have a responsibility to find a re-generated or recycled alternative.

Furthermore we want to:

- Have our factories provide more data for waste on each produced item. Though

this is a big workload, we are confident to demand this information from our

suppliers. We have made a strategic choice of producing all items in Europe by

experts within the field, with a longer production time and at higher production

prices, therefore we can demand this type of data from our suppliers, as long as

it does not compromise their work with production or delays.

- Set targets to lower waste on each item with an aim to reach these targets by

2024.

- Develop a sustainable alternative to our current monofilament nylon and hereby.

ensure 80% of all products are created from 100% preferred materials by 2025.



- Develop an active end-of-life product program to increase the useful life of

products or parts.

- Only use eco-friendly and/or biodegradable packaging by 2023

- By 2023 tracks shipments and set target for optimizing our logistics solutions.

- By 2025 implement above targets and only use logistics solutions that minimizes

the CO2 impacts.

4: SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
DIVERSITY, EQUITY, INCLUSION, ANTI-SEXUAL and HARASSMENT POLICY

A ROEGE HOVE is committed to operating a safe, healthy, anti-sexual, harassment-free

and inclusive working environment regardless of gender identity and expression, sexual

orientation, disabilities, neurodiversity, physical appearance, body size, ethnicity,

nationality, race, age and religion or other minoritized categories. We do not tolerate

harassment of event participants in any form. A ROEGE HOVE has a diversity, equity and

inclusion as well as anti- sexual harassment policy in place and takes violations of the

policy seriously and will respond appropriately.

Decisions about hiring, compensation, access to training, advancement, discipline,

termination or retirement must be solely based on the ability to perform the job and not

on the grounds of gender, marital or parental  status, pregnancy, race, caste, colour, age,

sexual orientation, religion, political opinion, union membership, function as worker

representative, nationality, ethnic origin, health status, or disability.

All workers must be treated with respect and dignity,  free from harassment and

discrimination and where everyone enjoys equal opportunities regardless of gender,

ethnicity, age, political/religious/ sexual orientation, physical appearance and ability.

Suppliers must prevent, not engage in nor support the use of bullying, intimidation,

violence, threats of violence, corporal punishment, or physical, sexual, psychological and

verbal harassment or abuse. Procedures to ensure punitive measures in cases of

harassment and/or discrimination must be put in place.4

All participants of must abide by the following policy:

1. All workers must be treated with respect and dignity, free from discrimination

and where everyone enjoys equal opportunities regardless of gender, ethnicity,

age, political/religious/ sexual orientation, physical appearance and ability.

4 Ref: Code of Conduct appx. 1



2. A. ROEGE HOVE does not tolerate workplace violence, racism or any other kind

of harassment. Employees are empowered to politely engage when they or

others are disrespected. If a participant engages in harassing or uncomfortable

behavior, actions will be taken into place including warning or expelling the

offender If you or a colleague is being harassed or feel uncomfortable,

management shall be notified

3. We encourage our employees to create a safe, fun and loving atmosphere.

However  Jokes shouldn’t demean others, and all employees should always

consider what they are saying to ensure they are not offending co-workers.

If the above policy is not followed, management will look into and review every

allegation of violation of our Guidelines and Anti-Harassment Policy,  all concerns raised

will be taken seriously and responses will be made appropriately. We educate ourselves

on the above topics continuously. Our diversity, equity and inclusion as well as anti-

sexual harassment policy is updated and revised.

WORKING CONDITIONS

We will in the following chapter include information marked with * that only counts for

Internal employees meaning workers in our Copenhagen office not applicable for

external employees meaning workers in factories etc. A. ROEGE HOVE encourages

factories and business partners to follow the marked* ambitions, but can only have

direct influence on the level of ambition on internal employees unless it’s written into the

code of conduct.

A ROEGE HOVE is committed to ensure fair working conditions for all employees both

internal, external and in all stages of the company’s supply chain.

All business partners are committed to sign and live up to our guidelines found in our

Code of Conduct, defined by internationally agreed conventions and standards, and

guidelines, including but not limited to: the International Bill of Human Rights, the

International Labour Organisation’s (ILO) Declaration of the Fundamental Principles and

Rights at Work, the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, the OECD

Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, the UN Convention Against Corruption.

Guidelines withdrawn from the Code of Conduct counting for both internal and external

employees are as stated below :5

5 Guidelines are summarized and extracted from our official Code of Conduct, which is available as
appendix 1 at the end of this paper.



Child labour and young workers

Suppliers must not use child labour below the age of 15, even if permitted by national

law. All legal limitations regarding young workers between the age of 15 and 18 must be

followed and young workers are only permitted to carry out light work at reduced hours.

This means that they must be protected from any hazardous work, night shifts, and any

kind of work that might hamper their physical and psychological development or impose

any harm.

Forced labour

Employment must be freely chosen. Suppliers must not use or support any form of

slavery and forced and bonded labour.

Employees must not be subject to recruitment fees or deposits, withholding of salary

and benefits, lodging of personal documents by the employer, or forced to overtime.

Employment conditions

All employees, including temporary and casual workers, must have written and legal

employment letters in a language they understand, specifying conditions of employment

and termination.

Discrimination and harassment

Suppliers must not engage in or support discrimination in recruitment and in

employment.  Special measures must be put in place to protect female workers against

gender-based violence and harassment in the workplace.

Freedom of association and collective bargaining

Suppliers must respect the rights of workers to join and organize associations of their

own choosing and to bargain collectively with no interference or sanctions from

employers. The supplier must implement mechanisms, such as worker participation

committees, for resolving disputes, including employee grievances, and ensure effective

communication with employees and their representatives.

If the rights to freedom of association and collective bargaining are restricted by national

law, the supplier must allow workers to freely elect their own representatives, and

alternative forms of worker representation must be supported.

Working hours and leave



Standard working hours must follow local regulations, collective bargaining agreements

and industry standards, but must not exceed 48 hours per week, excluding overtime.

Wages and benefits

Wages for a standard working week must at a minimum meet the legal minimum wage,

industry standards or negotiated wages, whichever is higher. Wages must be paid

regularly and in a timely manner.

*We aim to create a desirable workplace with the individual employee in focus. We

therefore have interviews every 8th week to check in on general well-being. Wages for

internal employees in Copenhagen is set higher than minimum. Benefits include

discounts and spending amount for each collection, partly-paid lunch,  paid days off in

case of serious illness in close family, doctors visit, dentist etc.

Occupational health and safety

A safe and hygienic working environment must be provided for all employees.

To prevent accidents and injuries and promote a healthy and safe work environment,

suppliers must – at a minimum – live up to the listed initiatives to be found in the Code

of Conduct.

TARGETS

- We aim to improve ourselves in contributing to the local community and society.

We want to inspire and be even more inclusive - both with our design and

ambitions for the industry.

- *The A. ROEGE HOVE office should be a place everyone wants to work. Therefore

we want to show our employees that we value them by offering even better

benefits such as further training, another week of holiday, the possibility of

flexible working hours, hybrid work, longer maternity leave or leave in the future,

depending on the wishes from each individual.

- As a future target A ROEGE HOVE commits to creating positive social impact

within its community

- We want to engage and empower our workers and increase their benefits to

include pension, further skill development and health benefits.

- We will develop a formalized complaint mechanism for employees to improve

company practices and review employee inputs yearly as well as tracking the

usage of feedback.


